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Legal Disclaimer 
 

The purpose of this White Paper is to present SecureCryptoPayments (SCP) and SEC             
Token to potential token holders in connection with the proposed Token sale. The information              
set forth below does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is                
to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential token holders for them to             
determine whether to begin a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of purchasing               
SEC Tokens. 

Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or                
an appeal for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an                   
offer to bargain any security measures in any jurisdiction. This written document is not              
composed in accordance with and is not subject area to laws or regulations of any jurisdiction                
which are designed to protect token holders. 

SEC Token is a utility token. This product is not a digital currency, security, commodity,               
or any other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act,                
the security laws of any state of the United States or the security laws of any other country,                  
including the security laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. 

SEC Token cannot be used for any purpose other than those provided in this White               
Paper, including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purpose

SEC Token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any               
ownership, distribution (including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary           
(including all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those               
specifically described in the White Paper.  

Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper           
constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or         
information involve known and unknown risk and uncertainties, which may cause actual            
events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in                
such forward-looking statements. This White Paper can be modified to provide more detailed             
information if and when needed.  

This English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about             
the SEC Token. The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into               
other languages or used in the course of written or verbal communications with existing and               
prospective customers, partners, etc. In the course of such translation or communication,            
some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The             
accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any             
conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications of this official           
English language White Paper, the provisions of this English language original document            
shall prevail. 
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Introduction 
 

The purpose of this document is: 

1. To provide the information about the SecureCryptoPayments project and the SEC 

tokens to potential investors and token holders in light of the upcoming token sales 

agreement. 

2. To describe the idea, vision, business model and competitive advantage of our offer. 

3. To describe the details of the initial token distribution / initial coin offering (ICO). 

4. To visualize the model of token formation. 

5. To present the development roadmap of our project 

6. To introduce our team. 

 

The concept of creating SecureCryptoPayments arose during the investigation of          

challenges occurring on Enterprise eCommerce platforms which all pertained to financial           

transactions executed via computer networks and business processes. The challenges          

required a number of different solutions, one of which was to enable cryptocurrency owners              

with the ability to purchase goods online using their own cryptocurrencies.           

SecureCryptoPayments idea was born. 

 

Based on market analysis and how the challenge to purchase goods online using             

cryptocurrencies is addressed, we are confident that SecureCryptoPayments would be a           

single solution required to handle all eCommerce cryptocurrency payments in a safe and             

secure transaction. 
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Short Summary 
 

SecureCryptoPayments is a payment gateway platform integration which includes an          

eCommerce transaction processor to execute quick and secure payments between buyers           

and merchants (individuals or companies). SecureCryptoPayments allows cryptocurrency        

owners to purchase online without being required to use cryptocurrency exchange offices or             

third-party services making their shopping experience fast and pleasant. On the other side of              

the purchase, the merchant has the ability to securely receive funds in fiat money for all                

transactions that were placed using cryptocurrencies. By creating an integrated solution for            

eCommerce platforms in the design of a link cartridge and module, we come across the               

challenge of addressing both parties concerns, the buyers and the merchants. To overcome             

this challenge, we combined the most optimal ways of transacting securely. We use modern              

generation fiat systems while utilizing the innovative advantage of Blockchain. This enabled            

us with the ability to release our own token that includes all unique features which are                

described in this document. 

One of the most valuable and distinctive features of SecureCryptoPayments is the            

Multilayer Loyalty System that uses its own SEC token. The SecureCryptoPayments platform            

integration provides buyers and merchants with the same protection they are accustomed to             

when purchases are made with traditional payment methods. 

Another valuable aspect of SecureCryptoPayments is that it will act as the agent             

between buyers and merchants. Our development roadmap is planned to complete by end of              

2019 and will include various versions of the integration to accommodate the different             

eCommerce platforms in the industry. The link cartridge and the module is a unique              

component of SecureCryptoPayments because it will give merchants the opportunity to           

integrate our services fast and at minimal cost. In turn, SecureCryptoPayments will disclose a              

new crypto market for merchants that have a high potential of cryptocurrency buyers. 
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Our SEC token will be a standard component of SecureCryptoPayments platform           

integration. This is the key feature that makes it possible to finance the entire Multilayer               

Loyalty System program which will ensure the interest of cryptocurrency owners to shop             

online. The SEC token is implemented to support ERC20 standard. The main advantage of              

this solution is determined by the distinguished quality of these standards, thus making this              

project in compliance with ERC20. This will allow SecureCryptoPayments merchants to safely            

operate the SEC token within the Ethereum blockchain. 

 
The main characteristics of the SEC token: 

Symbol SEC 

Type Utility token 

Purpose Cashback and MultiLayer Loyalty System internal functional unit  

Sale Period Q3 2018 - Q1 2019 

Sale Start Date Q3 2018 

Supply 121,000,000 

Price 1 ETH = 1000 SEC 

Accepted Currencies ETH 

Smart Contract ERC20 

 

 

Based on the best opportunities provided by the blockchain technology,          

SecureCryptoPayments ensures the possibility of conducting fast transactions, charging lower          

commissions and reducing barriers for international purchases. SecureCryptoPayments will         

provide merchants with favorable conditions for selling goods to a growing international            

audience of cryptocurrency owners. 

 

This is an ambitious project aimed to create an integrated software platform solution             

from scratch that will bring tangible economic returns to its supporters, the community of              

cryptocurrency buyers and merchants whom integrate with SecureCryptoPayments. It will          

create extra revenue by means of increasing the number of transactions due to             
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cryptocurrency owner’s ability to purchase with cryptocurrencies. We believe cryptocurrencies          

are actively developing and will soon become much more than just a subject of speculation.               

We are sure this is a new determinant that will change the way buyers and merchants use                 

cryptocurrency. The only missing link is an intermediary solution buyers and merchants will             

trust.  

If the sum of money collected after the closing of the round does not correspond to the                 

maximum needed amount, we will conduct the initial coin offering (ICO) to raise funds for a                

maximum total amount of 121,000 ETH. These funds will become a resource for: 

● financing the entire Multilayer Loyalty System’s program 

● coverage of marketing expenses 

● agreements with potential partners 

● team expansion 

 

All the solutions and models that are implemented in this project will be the work of a                 

versatile and highly qualified team focused on achieving results and fulfilling all the tasks set               

forth in the development roadmap. At this stage, we are seeking your support to solve the                

challenges consumers are facing and complete the required tasks created for the team. 
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Vision 
 

The 21st century is the age of revolutionary high-tech solutions, including the            

blockchain technology. This technology brings changes to many spheres of traditional           

businesses urging companies that work in these industries to adjust their traditional business             

models in order to meet the demands. Financial institutions, insurance and state registries,             

logistics and management are all influenced by new products that change our perception of              

money, transactions, values and trust. Currently blockchain is the fundamental technology for            

cryptocurrencies. The use of cryptocurrency as a payment instrument has a number of             

advantages over the traditional payment methods, namely:  

● Decentralization, the rules of which are established by the majority of the crypto             

community members 

● Anonymity (addresses do not contain any confidential information like names,          

household registration, billing details, etc.) 

● Transparency (you can see the list of transactions of any user, since all the revenue               

streams are placed in a public chain) 

● Impossibility of falsification (cryptocurrency cannot be counterfeited because all the          

released crypto coins are unique). 

 

eCommerce is an economic sphere that includes financial and trade purchases           

conducted with the help of computer networks and business processes related to carrying out              

payment transactions. 

 

According to leading market analysts, capitalization of the cryptocurrency market is           

expected to grow up to $50 trillion by 2025. We believe that it's time to look beyond tokens as                   

being solely speculative investments and use the initial coin offering (ICO) of this project to               

become part of a revolutionary technology that will hit the ground running once it is launched.                

The unlocked new potential of this revolutionary method of selling goods via the Internet is               

unprecedented. Considering the ICO data for the second half of 2018, a total of 3.6 billion US                 

dollars were invested during this period. This amount represents only a very small part of the                

money invested in startups around the world. It is worth mentioning that in 2017, payment               
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products hit 7.5% of all spheres where innovative projects were created. These dynamics are              

growing. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 - Amounts of money collected by various industries in 2018, in millions of U.S. dollars 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 - Growth of investments in the ICO in 2018 (from the beginning of the year to the 

present day) 
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We believe that this incentive will gain even more traction in the future through the               

ICOs that are based on the recognized levels of the ERC20 protocol and the creation of the                 

next generation commercial ecosystems backed by the token economy. At present time, there             

already exist basic key protocols (for example, Bitcoin API, Ethereum API, etc.) which we will               

use to create a new, better, faster and more scalable online payment gateway. We are               

developing a solution that can be integrated in eCommerce platforms and will be used to               

receive payments for goods and services with cryptocurrency. It is free from the limits of               

obsolete payment systems that are built around credit cards and offers more opportunities             

than other crypto-centric solutions do today. 
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Problem 
 

Despite the technological breakthrough and achievements in blockchain, there is one           

area that is still not developed enough. It is digital payments between buyers and merchants               

with an active use of cryptocurrency. 

 

Cryptocurrency holders have issues with unreasonably high interest rates for          

converting cryptocurrency into fiat money. Additionally, there are questions about the security            

of transactions that constantly appear when transferring money to the accounts of pseudo-             

exchangers that turn out to be scammers. 

 

The owners of big on-line stores do not trust highly volatile funds. They also don't have                

a full understanding of how to deal with the cryptocurrency inside their financial systems. 

 

On the other hand, due to the novelty of such a tool as cryptocurrency, not a single                 

country in the world has yet finished a comprehensive legislative package that would describe              

all aspects of the cryptocurrency usage in the traditional economy. The majority of countries              

were not ready for such a turn of events that resulted in the popularity of cryptocurrency. They                 

failed to quickly develop and give reason to laws that simply prohibit or restrict the use of                 

cryptocurrency in everyday life. 

 

One of the cryptocurrency features is high anonymity and the opportunity for            

transactions to occur that do not involve the state as a regulatory body. The state is not                 

equipped or ready to accept any crypto transaction. 

 

Due to the above-mentioned problems, cryptocurrency is not actively used in everyday            

life. It still exists mainly to support the speculative interest of depositors. There are a number                

of limitations the way cryptocurrency can develop into something more than just a virtual              

currency that ensures the basic needs of cryptocurrency exchanges. We are here to develop              

a solution that removes these limitations and expands the boundaries to this valuable             

opportunity. 
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Solution 
 

Our goal is to create a payment gateway with an API interface of two kinds: 

● Cryptocurrencies - cryptocurrencies (for merchants who are crypto enthusiasts and          

want to accept payments in cryptocurrency); 

● Cryptocurrencies - fiat money (for merchants who want to accept cryptocurrency           

payments but transfer it to fiat money). 

 

The creation of the Link Cartridge for Enterprise eCommerce platforms such as SFCC, 

IBM WebSphere, Intershop-Enfinity, Magento, Hybris and other platforms will be an important            

part of the project. It will allow millions of people to experience the convenience of shopping                

online with cryptocurrency. 

 

SecureCryptoPayments will provide the opportunity to make simple and fast payments           

for goods with cryptocurrency on mutually beneficial terms for all parties. 

 

User Roles 
 

We believe that the sphere of payments is one of the main ways of profitable               

cryptocurrency usage that is developing actively; therefore our SecureCryptoPayments         

platform creates advantages for three main groups of interested parties: buyers, merchants            

and, of course, our supporters who become token holders. 

 

For buyers: We minimize the risk of fraud during on-line payments, providing full             

protection on their purchases. Our goal is to become a top choice for customers by               

introducing a Multilayer Loyalty System with an integrated capability of the SEC token             

cashback. This will entice buyers to spend their SEC tokens and receive a variety of offers                

that benefit them. 

 

For merchants: We provide merchants with a way to expand their customer base and              

increase sales revenue by becoming appealing to a wide audience of cryptocurrency holders.             
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It's no secret that the interest in cryptocurrency has increased over the past five years, and                

the amount of cryptocurrency holders is growing at an exponential rate year by year. This               

underestimated user market has accumulated a large amount of funds, that continues to             

grow. Nevertheless, the number of trade markets where these funds can be spent is still               

limited. SecureCryptoPayments gives merchants the opportunity to enter the constantly          

growing crypto market. We solve one of the main problems of cryptocurrency payments in a               

highly volatile economic environment by effectively protecting the merchant from crypto           

volatility and guaranteeing them the amount that should be received for the purchase. 

 

For token holders: We provide the opportunity to invest in SecureCryptoPayments           

tokens during the early stages of the project. Token Holders will be able to spend their coins                 

on the partner sites as well as to hold them for future. When users spend their SEC tokens,                  

they will be granted with cashback. In fact, the more transactions are conducted with the use                

of the SecureCryptoPayments', the greater the potential value of the SecureCryptoPayments'           

SEC tokens will be for all token holders in the future. 

 

The SecureCryptoPayments platform 
 

The SecureCryptoPayments platform is a payment system that allows the merchant to            

accept payments in various types of cryptocurrency of their choice in addition to the ability of                

transferring cryptocurrency purchases into fiat money. As we combined the extensive           

Enterprise eCommerce experience of our team, we guarantee the most optimal solution to be              

developed while targeting to bring cryptocurrency on equal terms with traditional currencies. It             

offers the following: 

● Focus on large trade markets that provide significant market coverage - Enterprise            

eCommerce 

● Creation of payment gateways (Link Cartridges) - fast and easy integration of the             

SecureCryptoPayments system with eCommerce platforms 

● Multilayer Loyalty System - getting the maximum benefit from paying for purchases            

with cryptocurrency 

● Minimizing risks and expenses for both merchants and buyers 
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● Payments with cryptocurrency preferred by the buyer, receipt of funds by the merchant             

in fiat money or cryptocurrency 

● Integrated token for the cashback that will be an active and fundamental part of the               

SecureCryptoPayments ecosystem 

 

The key principles we intend to fully comply with: 

 

Buyer Protection - SecureCryptoPayments protects the buyer and guarantees them          

the possibility of a refund in case of issues with the purchase that come within the provisions                 

of the laws of the country of merchant's registration. 

 

Protection from exchange rate fluctuations - We provide transparent fixed          

exchange rates. Conversions from cryptocurrency into fiat money are carried out in real time              

and at a market-dependent rate. By locking this amount and guaranteeing its retention after              

conversion, we ensure that the merchant receives the exact amount they requested, without             

any restrictions related to the volatility of the crypto market. 

 

Low fees - We provide merchants with lower fees compared to other eCommerce             

platforms - 1% of the transaction amount. Connection to a variety of exchange services and               

intelligent analytics provide buyers with the lowest fees possible. 
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How will the platform work for buyers and merchants? 
 

It's pretty simple - let's take a look at typical user actions on the platform: 
 

Purchase process: 
● The merchant places their goods on a trading platform with a given price in a currency                

of the market where the transactions are carried out 

● When buyers place orders, the store offers them a wide range of payment options,              

including SecureCryptoPayments 

● The buyer who holds cryptocurrency will choose SecureCryptoPayments as the          

payment method on the website 

● The buyer chooses SecureCryptoPayments as a payment option 

● Members of the Loyalty Program have the opportunity to enter their ETH wallet for the               

cashback in SEC 

● The buyer opens the SecureCryptoPayments website 

● The buyer chooses the cryptocurrency to pay with that has the most profitable rate for               

them 

● The buyer sees the final total to be paid 

● SecureCryptoPayments calls iFrame of the wallet for the required cryptocurrency (for           

example, Bitcoin, Ethereum) 

● The buyer completes the payment and returns to the store's website (in case of              

insufficient funds the transaction will be declined) 

● Cryptocurrency is credited to the SecureCryptoPayments account 

● Deduction of the fee equal to 1% of the transaction amount is made at this stage 

● Having received confirmation of payment from the blockchain, the transaction is           

completed 

● The SecureCryptoPayments system converts the cryptocurrency into fiat money or          

another cryptocurrency, depending on the merchant's preferences 

● After the conversion, the funds are transferred to the merchant's account 

● The merchant receives a payment status notification 
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Fig. 3 - The scheme of the purchase process 

 
Refund process: 

 
After the buyer has placed and received the order, they will have the opportunity to               

return it within the timeframe defined by the laws of the country where the purchase has been                 

made. 

 

The return service is semi-automatic: 

● The buyer who wants to get a refund should contact the website's customer support 

● Having received a request for a refund, the merchant agrees with the buyer upon the               

conditions for returning the goods and credits the required amount (cost of the goods)              

in the currency, received from the buyer, to the SecureCryptoPayments account with            

1% extra for the transaction fee 

● The platform in turn retains 1% of the amount received, and the rest is exchanged into                

the currency in which the payment had been made. 

● The buyer receives the number of coins that equals to the price of the goods at the                 

exchange rate as of the value date 

● Buyers whom already have SEC as cashback or for participation in the Loyalty             

Program will receive cryptocurrency with the deduction of the SEC cost as of the date 
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Fig. 4 - Simplified payment flow and refund flow 

 

a - Buyer pays with cryptocurrency on the website 

b - SEC coins received by the buyer as cashback 

c - SecureCryptoPayments converts cryptocurrency into Fiat and sends it to the            

merchant with the deduction of 1% 

d - As a result of refund initiation, the merchant refunds Fiat + 1% to               

SecureCryptoPayments 

e - SecureCryptoPayments converts fiat money back into cryptocurrency and transfers           

it to the buyer 
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The SEC Token 
 

Receive the SEC tokens through the existing preICO or ICO with the bonus mentioned              

on our website at securecrypto.me in % at the early stages.  

After the successful launch of SecureCryptoPayments, you will have the opportunity to            

receive the SEC tokens as bonuses within the Cashback and Loyalty System for purchases              

on the website. 

 

You can use them in the following way: 

● Pay on websites that accept SEC

 

Fig. 5 - The process of receiving and using the SEC tokens 
 

Value and Strategy 
 

The SEC token is developed according to the ERC20 standard based on the Ethereum              

blockchain. Ethereum was a natural choice for this project due to its wide implementation and               
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the availability of industry standards for the release of individual digital assets. Compatibility             

with the ERC20 standard provides distinct advantages due to the existing infrastructure in the              

ecosystem of Ethereum that is related to developer's tools, wallets and exchanges. The total              

number of generated tokens is 121,000,000. The overall number of tokens is determined not              

only by the amount that needs to be collected for the development and performance of the                

platform, but also for the requirement to implement the Loyalty System in the platform. The               

issue of additional tokens needed is impossible. This is stated in the smart contract. In order                

to sustain the price of the token, there will be no free distribution of tokens as a bounty                  

reward. To maintain the proper work of the Loyalty System, SecureCryptoPayments will            

constantly redeem the required number of tokens from the SEC holders at a market price. 

 

The long-term benefit of our system is the positive correlation between the SEC price              

and the number of transactions that are conducted on our platform. The more purchases are               

made through our platform, the more SEC will be paid as cashback and, accordingly, the               

more tokens will be redeemed to make the Loyalty System work properly. It will boost the                

trade volume and increase the demand and value of the SEC token. 

 

 

      Fig. 6 - High-level model of the system operation  
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Competitors and Advantages 
 

We reviewed the solutions that are offered on the market (both on the crypto market               

and in the traditional segment of fiat payments), comparing their key features and focusing on               

the players of this market. 

Our findings in comparison to SecureCryptoPayments with its competitors from both           

the traditional and crypto world are summarized in the following table: 

 

Table - Competitive landscape as compared to other market participants 
 

 SecureCryptoPayments CoinPayments BitPay PFSWeb 

Purchase Risk Free + + + + 

Transaction Speed + + + - 

Commission (<=1%) + + - - 

Multiple Currencies + + + - 

Security + + + - 

Fiat Withdrawal + + - + 

Enterprise eCommerce + - - + 

Multilayer Loyalty System + - - - 

Cashback + - - - 

Returns & Refunds + + - + 

 
The speed of payment confirmation: Unlike the traditional payment systems, where           

payments are most often delayed due to the high risk of fraud and the need for third- party                  

confirmation we confirm payments at once and make the process seamless for both parties              

(the buyer and the merchant). 
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Optimal exchange rate: If you need to exchange cryptocurrency into fiat money, the             

system offers very low exchange rates through the use of an advanced analytical algorithm.              

This is possible because of the great number of rates on many cryptocurrency exchange              

markets and in exchange services that exist. 

 

Low fees for merchants: We deduct a fixed fee from the payments received by              

merchants that equals to 1%. 

 

The variety of accepted cryptocurrencies: We accept the main cryptocurrencies that           

are used on the market (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash, Monero and others) and that              

covers a wide range of the total market volume. 

 

Security of funds: By leveraging the advantages of blockchain, you can completely            

say goodbye to credit card fraud. The main benefits you can receive when paying with               

cryptocurrency are anonymity, transparency, decentralization and no fraudulent payments. 

 

Refunds: Our solution will enable refunds in the currency sent by the buyer to the               

merchant at the exchange rate as of the value date. 
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General Architecture 
 

The architecture of the SecureCryptoPayments platform will be divided into three main            

components: 

 

1. The architecture of transaction processing between the buyer and the merchant  

2. The architecture of the Multilayer Loyalty System (described below) 

3. The architecture of refunds  

 

The possibility of paying with cryptocurrency is added to the merchant's website. The             

buyer will have several payment options. If it is more convenient for the buyer to transfer                

cryptocurrency with the help of a usual digital wallet app, they will receive an address to which                 

they need to send the amount in cryptocurrency that is indicated on the website. After transfer                

confirmation, the buyer is directed to the payment confirmation page. Our platform will verify              

successful transactions. 

 

If the buyer prefers to work with the built-in functionality of the system, they will be                

redirected to the SecureCryptoPayments page after choosing a payment method. On this            

page, they can choose between the offered types of the blockchain system. This will be               

implemented through iFrame. Having chosen the required wallet type, the buyer will also be              

offered to choose the most profitable cryptocurrency for them. As a result, they make a               

transaction to the wallet of our system. 

 

After the buyer has placed an order, we send a request to the blockchain system to                

check the transaction status. In case of failure, the user will receive an error message. The                

system will also allow them to create a new order quickly. If the transaction is completed                

successfully, SecureCryptoPayments converts the cryptocurrency into fiat or transfers the          

cryptocurrency to the buyer's wallet. 

 

The buyer will see the notification about the successful payment on the website, the              

order status will be changed to "paid."  
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Fig. 7 - General architecture of the project 

 
 

 

Link Cartridges / Modules 
 

Link cartridge is a ready-made solution for integrating the payment processor into an             

eCommerce platform. When developing the code, we will take into account specific            

characteristics and peculiarities of each platform.  
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The integration will consist of two parts: 

● The first part allows the user to make a payment 

● The second part updates purchase statuses according to the processing results on the             

side of SCP 

 

We will develop a link cartridge for the Salesforce Commerce Cloud platform as our              
initial working model. 

 
The cartridge includes:  

● Interface for user interaction with the system  

● Functionality of redirecting the user to the SCP service and taking them back to the               

eCommerce platform 

● Error handlers to correctly notify the user in case of issues with payments  

● Email notification sent to the buyer after a successful transaction 

● End-point that updates order status on the eCommerce platform 

 

Each cartridge should be described in accordance with the standards and technologies            

that regulate the development process. The description of the cartridge connection will            

include: 

● Description of the functionality that will be used inside the cartridge 

● Description of the necessary platform modifications, specifically of those modules that           

will require changes. For example, changes will be required in: 

○ The form of purchase payment  

○ The confirmation page for payments that are accepted for processing  

○ The template for the transaction result notification 
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Cashback Service 
 

This word literally means getting your money back. In terms of online shopping and              

internet trading, this is a partial refund of the money the buyer spent on their purchase. 

 

How classic cashback services work 
 

Cashback service is a type of reward program and customer loyalty program. The main              

difference is that they use real money to reward customers for purchases but not intangible               

bonuses, points, etc. Buyers receive this money back some time after the purchase. 

 

Cashback websites make partner agreements with stores according to which the store            

pays the website a certain interest of the purchase amount for attracting a new buyer. The                

cashback website, in turn, returns a part of this money directly to the buyer. 

 

Advantages of our Cashback system 
 

1. We make the reward payment to the buyer in the SEC tokens, that should rise in price                 

according to the mathematical model. This is already considered as a deposit. 

2. Unlike the classic cashback services model, we award SEC immediately after the            

purchase. The user does not need to wait long to get cashback. 

3. The user does not need to go to websites following referral links.            

SecureCryptoPayments is already integrated with the website. All you need to do is to              

specify your cashback wallet in your account on the website. 

4. Cashback Service from SCP is a service that will be "enabled by default" on all               

websites that use the SecureCryptoPayments platform. 
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Loyalty System 
 

As mentioned earlier, SecureCryptoPayments, as a payment platform has a number of            

advantages over the rest of the payment platforms. In particular, our SEC token is the main                

exchange unit in the Multilayer Loyalty System built in into the platform. Before we explain               

how the Loyalty System works, we should mention two important facts: 

1. The Loyalty System does not contradict the Cashback service of the platform in any              

way but only complements it. 

2. This Loyalty System is not an obligatory component of contractual agreements           

between SCP and merchant. 

 

Let's take a closer look at the working principles of the Loyalty System. We applied 

the classic bonus scheme: "The more you spend, the more you get!". All buyers on the                

website are graded into several tier groups, depending on their activity. The higher tier group               

the user has, the more benefits they will receive from participating in the program. For               

example: 

 
 Bronze Silver Gold Platinum 

Birthday gift X X X X 

Access to exclusive content on the website X X X X 

Advanced notice for new product launches X X X X 

Free shipping on any order  X X X 

Early access to new products  X X X 

Exclusive invites to brand events   X X 

Free next day shipping   X X 

Exclusive products and samples    X 

Access to private sales and events    X 

SEC cashback from each purchase 3% 5% 7% 12% 
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Even if there is already a loyalty system on the website, receiving SEC as a reward for                 

a purchase is an essential part of SecureCryptoPayments. This is the economic basis of our               

system and a powerful motivator for cryptocurrency holders. Additionally, website owners will            

be offered several options of integrating our system with an already working client system. 

 

The majority of loyalty systems have one big drawback - you cannot spend earned              

points and coupons in other stores. The SEC Multilayer Loyalty System is free from this               

drawback! Having received SEC to their wallet, the user can use them and buy goods for                

SEC in another store. We will certainly offer individual conditions of work with the Loyalty               

System for every owner of an online store. They will allow merchants to determine additional               

actions on the website that will be rewarded with SEC. For example: 

 
 
 SEC as a gift 

Email subscription 2 

Share with a Friend was used 3 

Social Media Activity 1 

Subscribe in Twitter 3 

Subscribe in Facebook 3 

Write a review 2 

Add product to favorites 2 

Auto-replenish a product 5 

Personal data fulfilment 4 

Answer a quiz 5 

 
By including SEC in the economic model, we ensure a constant and stable growth of               

the rate for this token. We will need to constantly make a redemption of SEC from the                 

exchange to ensure the proper work of the Loyalty System, which is an integral part of                

SecureCryptoPayments. 
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Token Issuance Plan 
 

The initial target presale of tokens (preICO) will be opened on Q3-Q4 2018, followed              

by a round of initial coin offering (ICO) that will begin on Q1 2019. The bonus rounds will have                   

irregular time frames - each of them will last no longer than 30 days or until all tokens are                   

sold; it depends on what occurs first. The total pool is fixed at 121,000,000 (121 million)                

tokens, that equals to 121,000 ETH. The pool will be divided as follows: 100% of the pool will                  

be allocated for the initial coin offering, from which 70% for development and marketing, 15%               

for the predetermined private bids of mentors and partners and 15% for the team's buffer. In                

general, all public rounds will include 100% of the total number of tokens issued. The               

amounts, in ethereum and percent distribution are explained in detail in the table below: 

 

 
Fig. 8 - Distribution of tokens 
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Fig. 9 - Distribution of funds between tasks 

 
The private sale and presale rounds will be conducted to understand the community's             

interest in the project's potential and receive feedback. At the same time, it will also allow the                 

participants loyal to the project to join it at the early stages, prior to the ICO. The longest                  

possible duration of the initial coin offering is 30 days. The sale will close when all tokens are                  

sold. During the round, the tokens will be distributed according to the principle of "first come,                

first served". As for the token release schedule, the SecureCryptoPayments tokens are            

scheduled to be released to all token holders immediately after the purchase. 
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Roadmap 
 

We have already gone through the initial stages of the project, which determined its              

direction, goals and objectives, the functionality of SCP and the main team. At the moment, a                

small engineering team is already working on a Minimum Viable Product (MVP). However, we              

need to develop and continue to staff up. We offer the following roadmap with a more detailed                 

description and notes for your consideration: 

1. Hiring and team expansion - by the end of the second quarter of 2018 (Q2), we plan to                  

increase the development team to 12 people. The main focus will be put on the               

completion of MVP development in the form of an Integrational API. The second group              

of engineers will begin developing the merchant interface of the payment processor. 

2. Alongside the development, we are already discussing opportunities of cooperation          

with marketing companies. The main task for Q2-Q3 of 2018 is to build a marketing               

plan and a strategy for cooperation with trading companies in order to increase support              

for the SecureCryptoPayments platform and attract a vast customer audience. 

3. By the end of the third quarter of 2018 (Q3), we will begin developing eCommerce               

integration API. 

4. At the beginning of Q1 2019, we will send a working model on one of the online stores.                  

At the same time, we plan to run a full-scale ICO. 

5. At the beginning of 2019, we plan to enter the exchanges and actively develop              

partnerships with other eCommerce platforms. 

6. Over the next three months of 2019 (Q2), we are going to release the solution for the                 

cashback system. 

7. We will complete the coverage of other enterprise eCommerce platforms by the end of              

Q3 2019. 
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Fig. 10 - Roadmap of the project 
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Team: 
 
Mike Minov - CEO & Co-founder 
Entrepreneur and dreamer with 7+ years of experience in Enterprise 
eCommerce. 
18+ top popular eCommerce website launches. 
Blockchain visionary with focus on providing solutions to B2C 
challenges. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikeminov 

 

Pavel Kovalyov - CTO  & Co-founder 
A prodigy in building complex eCommerce solutions 
with 6+ years of experience. His favorite part in eCommerce 
development is payment gateway integrations. 
Leading the team of 15+ people. Launched 20+ eCommerce websites. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pavel-kovalyov-52988864/ 
 
 
Yurii Kucheruk - CBDO & Co-founder 
Fintech. Helps people to grow businesses. 9 successful project 
launches with more than $110M revenue. 
Cryptocurrency evangelist, investor and trader. 
Law regulation expert. 
https://www.facebook.com/kucheruk.y 
 

  
Vlad Darmenko - COO & Co-founder  
Expert with 8+ years of experience in IT, managing a team of 30+ 
people on complex projects and programs. 
20+ success stories for TOP brands with annual revenue of $30M+. 
Background in banking software, eCommerce and blockchain. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladyslav-darmenko-00295241/ 
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Vladimir Kucheruk 
Doctor of Science, Professor, Scientist. 
Head of Metrology and Industrial Automation Chair at Vinnytsia         
National Technical University. 
Mathematician with strong knowledge of and experience in security and          
protocol creation. Creator of the chaos-theory-based blockchain       
hypothesis. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladimir-kucheruk-28407280/ 
 
Helen Makoyid 
Marketing Manager. 
Top level marketing specialist with 8+ years of experience in local and 
international companies. Successful background in online and offline 
products promoting. Long-distance vision and confidence in blockchain 
forced Helen to switch to the HYIP topic. 
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